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Abstract: Removal of Baseline Wander and power line interference plays a significant role in diagnosing most of the cardiac
diseases. ECG signals are formed of P wave, QRS complex, and T wave. Techniques available in the literature were mostly
based on digital filters, Artificial Neural Network, and other signal processing techniques. All these techniques have their
advantages and limitations. This paper discusses various techniques proposed earlier in literature for reduction of baseline
wander and power line interference from ECG. In addition, this paper also provides an in depth study of suppression of base
line wander and power line interference using Elliptic and Butterworth filter proposed by various researchers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Heart diseases, which are one of the death reasons of men/
women, are among the important problems on this century.
Early diagnosis and medical treatment of heart diseases can
prevent sudden death of the patient. One of the ways to
diagnose heart diseases is to use electrocardiogram (ECG)
signals. ECG signals are formed of P wave, QRS complex,
and T wave. The changes in these parameters indicate an
illness of the heart that may occur by any reason. ECG signal
is one of the most important vital signs monitored from
cardiac patients. Cardiologist readily interprets the ECG
waveforms and classifies them into normal and abnormal
patterns.While acquisition of the ECG it gets corrupted due
to different types of artifacts and interferences such as Power
line interference, Electrode contact noise, Muscle contraction,
Base line drift, Instrumentation noise generated by electronic
devices and Electrosurgical noise. For the meaningful and
accurate detection, steps have to be taken to filter out or
discard all these noise sources. Analog filters help in dealing
with these problems; however, they may introduce nonlinear
phase shifts, skewing the signal. Also, the instrumentation
depends on resistance, temperature, and design, which also
may introduce more error. Digital filters are offering more
advantages over the analog one.The work on design and
implementation of Digital filter on the ECG signal is in
progress in the different part of the world. Different
researchers have worked on the reduction of noise in the
ECG signal. Power-line interference (50 Hz or 60 Hz) is a
significant source of noise in biomedical recording.
Elimination of power-line interference in the Electrocardiogram
(ECG) signal by various methods has been proposed in the
past.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Baseline wander and power line interference reduction from
ECG have been studied from early time and lots of advanced
techniques have been proposed for that. This section of
paper discusses various techniques proposed earlier in
literature for reduction of Baseline wander and power line
interference.

McManus et al. has developed estimation procedures
for baseline drift using cubic spline, polynomial, and rational
functions. In a test set of 50 electrocardiograms (ECGs), each
of 2.5-sec duration, baseline stability was significantly
improved by application of any of these methods, except
rational function approximation. Amplitude histograms of
clinical ECGs after subtraction of estimated baseline
distortions showed only small baseline variations over the
recording period. For a quantitative validation of the
estimation procedures, 10 ECGs with artificial baseline drift
were constructed and analyzed by correlation and mean
square error calculations [1].

Alste proposed the linear phase filtering for the removal
of baseline wander and power-line frequency components
in electrocardiograms. Making use of the property that the
spectrum period was 50 Hz, the spectrum can be realized
with a considerably reduced number of impulse response
coefficients. A suitable impulse response is designed with a
passband ripple of less than 0.5 dB and high stop-band
attenuation. The applicability was demonstrated by applying
the filtering to exercise electrocardiograms [2].

Jake et al. study was to compare the cubic spline method
with a multi-pole, null-phased digital filter in their ability to
correct for baseline wander on 69 ECG segments with both
normal and abnormal rhythms. A signal-pole 0.05Hz filter as
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recommended by the 1975 AHA report was also included in
their study for comparison. A null-phase, 6-pole filters with a
cut-off between 0.75 and 1.0 Hz can attenuate low frequency
noise (i.e., correct baseline) as well as the cubic spline. The
cubic spline was very dependent upon an accurate
determination of QRS on set. The single-pole, 0.05 Hz filter
does very little to attenuate low frequency noise [3].

Raimon et al. in their work presented and analysed a
cascade adaptive filter for removing the baseline wander
preserving the low frequency components of the ECG. This
cascade adaptive filter work in two stages. The first stage
was an adaptive notch filter at zero frequency. The second
stage was an adaptive impulse correlated filter that, using a
QRS detector, estimates the ECG signal correlated with the
QRS occurrence. They analyzed the frequency response of
the filter, showing that the filter can be seen as a comb filter
without the dc lobe. Finally, they have applied the method
on ECG signals from the MIT-BIH database and compared
its performance with the cubic spline approach [4].

Sornmo applied the time-varying filtering techniques to
the problem of baseline correction by letting the cut-off
frequency of a linear filter be controlled by the low-frequency
properties of the ECG signal. Sampling rate decimation and
interpolation are employed because the design of a filter for
baseline reduction can be treated as a narrowband filtering
problem. All filters have a linear phase response to reduce,
for example, ST segment distortion. The performance of the
technique presented was studied on ECG signals with
different types of simulated baseline wander. The results
were compared with the performance of time-invariant linear
filtering and cubic spline interpolation [5].

A method of removing low frequency interference from
an ECG signal was presented by Allen et al. as a simple
alternative to some of the more computationally intensive
techniques. The performance of the method was evaluated
by examining changes in body surface isopotential map
feature locations, due to baseline wander. The results show
that although baseline wander can seriously interfere with
iso-potential map features, integrity can be restored by
relatively simple methods [6].

Choy TT, Leung P M. have used 50 Hz notch filters for
the real time application on the ECG signal it is found that
filter was capable of filtering noise by 40 dB.with bandwidth
of 4Hz and causes the attenuation in the QRS complex [7].

The method used by Zhao to remove baseline wander
and power line interference in ECG signal was based on
Empirical Mode Decomposition and notch filter. Principles
and characteristics of Empirical Mode Decomposition are
presented; ECG signal was decomposed into a series of
Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). Then 50Hz notch filter
was designed, by which the IMF of ECG signal containing
50Hz power line inference was filtered. The “clean” ECG
signal was reconstructed by properly selecting IMFs. To
evaluate the performance of the filter, Clinic ECG signals
were used [8].

Zeinab et al. show the ability of Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) technique in removing baseline wandering
from ECG by utilizing Single-Channel data. For applying ICA
to single channel data, multi-channel signals were constructed
by adding some delay to original data. For validation the
effectiveness of the method, they applied ICA to constructed
channels derived from each Frank lead in HRECG (High-
Resolution Electrocardiogram) data as a pre-processing step
in order to detect Ventricular Late Potentials (VLPs) by
Simson’s method. Results derived by this approach were
compared with those obtained from traditional high-pass
filtering for removing baseline wandering [9].

The removal of baseline wander (BW) was a very
important step in the preprocessing stage of electrocardiogram
(ECG). In Pan et al. proposed method Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD) was used for accurate removal of the
baseline wander (BW) in ECG. They briefly described the
principles and characteristics of the EMD. To validate the
proposed method, the recording from MIT/BIH database was
used. They also applied the traditional median filter to remove
BW in ECG for comparison with their EMD method [10].

Markovsky et al. used Band-pass, Kalman, and adaptive
filters for removal of resuscitation artifacts from human ECG
signals. A database of separately recorded human ECG was
used for evaluation of this method. Theconsidered performance
criterion is the signal to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement,
defined as the ratio of the SNRs of the filtered signal and the
given ECG signal. The empirical results show that for low
SNR of the given signal, a band-pass filter yields the good
performance, while for high SNR; an adaptive filter yields
the good performance [11].

Hargittai presented a multirate architecture with linear
phase low-pass filter working at low sampling rate for removal
of the baseline wander. Design trade off between transition
band width and filter delay was considered. They determined
the optimal decimation factor with respect to complexity and
filter delay. For testing and assessment of behaviour of
baseline filter they used test signals, normal and wide QRS
complexes with different heat rate [12].

The traditional method which was based on moving average
filter can remove the baseline wander in electrocardiogram
signals, but also causes the loss of motive ECG signals,
which makes distortions of filtered ECG signals. Min Dai et
al. proposed a modified moving average filter to selectively
capture the low-frequency baseline wander noise and remove
it from the detected signals in order to recover true ECG. The
interval sampling data was taken into consideration when
calculate the moving average in order to reduce the loss of
useful ECG signals and distortions. The algorithm was
developed for computer implementation using MATLAB.
To validate the proposed methods, the recordings from MIT/
BIH database were used. One of the drawback of this filter
approach is that it does not accommodate for quick baseline
changes [13].
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Hejjel L, used the analog digital notch filter for the
reduction of the power line interference in the ECG signal for
the heart rate variability analysis. Artificial ECG recordings
with predefined parameters were simulated by a computer
and a data acquisition card, consecutively filtered by an
analog notch filter. It is found that the filtering of uncorrupted
ECG signals does not result in heart rate period deviations.
Power-line interference contamination proportionally alters
the accuracy of representative point detection. Literature
encouraged using the digital notch filter for the power line
contamination removal [14].

Shivaram et al. presented a real-time algorithm for
estimation and removal of baseline wander (BW) noise. The
estimated baseline was interpolated from the ECG signal at
midpoints between each detected R-wave. As each segment
of the estimated baseline signal was subtracted from the
ECG, a “flattened” ECG signal was produced for which the
amplitude of each R-wave was analyzed. Testing of the
algorithm was conducted in a pseudo real-time environment
using MATLABTM, and test results are presented for
simultaneously recorded ECG and respiration recordings
from the PhysioNet/PhysioBank Fantasia database [15].

Hamilton PS hace worked on the application of the
adaptive and non-adaptive digital filter on the ECG signal.
He worked for the performance evaluation based on two
implementations of the notch filters based on transient
response time, signal distortion, and implementation
complexity. Before filtration and after filtration results are
given in the literature [16].

Lebedeva SV et al described the structure and algorithm
of a digital suppression filter for circuit noise at 50 Hz. The
filter slightly corrupts an electro-cardio-graphic signal [17].

A wavelet adaptive filter (WAF) for the removal of
baseline wandering in ECG signals is described by Park et al.
According to them, the WAF consists of two parts the first
part is a wavelet transform that decomposes the ECG signal
into seven frequency bands using Vaidyanathan Hoang
wavelet. The second part is an adaptive filter that uses the
signal of the seventh lowest frequency band among the
wavelet transformed signals as primary input and constant
as reference input. To evaluate the performance of the WAF,
two baseline wandering elimination filters are used, a
commercial standard filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.5 hz
and a general adaptive filter. The MIT/BIH database and the
European ST-T database are used for the evaluation. [18].

Sander A. et. al. designed and implemented a digital notch
filter. A 50/60 Hz notch filter system was designed to eliminate
power line interferences from the high-resolution ECG. This
special filter causes only minimal distortions of the power
spectra and thus permits us to filter high-resolution ECG’s
without any appreciable changes in the frequency distribution
of the original signal. Since the filter is based on an integer
coefficient filter technique, the calculation time is relatively
short and the programming effort comparatively low [19].

Ziarani AK and Konrad A. suggested the adaptive digital
filtering method for the power line interference reduction.
This method employs, as its main building block, a recently
developed signal processing algorithm capable of extracting
a specified component of a signal and tracking its variations
over time.Superior performance is observed in terms of
effective elimination of noise under conditions of varying
power line interference frequency. This method is a simple
and robust structure which complies with practical
constraints involved in the problem such as low
computational resource availability and low sampling
frequency [20].

Daqrouq [21] had used discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) for ECG signal processing, specifically for reduction
of ECG baseline wandering. The main reasons for using
discrete wavelet transform are the properties of good
representation nonstationary signal such as ECG signal and
the possibility of dividing the signal into different bands of
frequency. This makes possible the detection and the
reduction of ECG baseline wandering in low frequency
subsignals. For testing presented method, ECG signals taken
from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database are used. The method
had been compared with traditional methods such FIR and
on line averaging method and more advanced method such
as wavelet adaptive filter (WAF).

Zhang [22] approached for BW correction and de-
noising based on discrete wavelet transformation (DWT).
They estimate the BW via coarse approximation in DWT
with recommendations for how to select wavelets and the
maximum depth for decomposition level. They reduce the
high-frequency noise via Empirical Bayes posterior median
wavelet shrinkage method with level dependent and position
dependent thresholding values.

Dotsinsky et al. [23] have assessed the efficiency of
notch filters and a subtraction procedure for power-line
interference cancellation in electrocardiogram (ECG) signals.
In contrast with the subtraction procedure, widely used
digital notch filters unacceptably affect QRS complexes.

Sayadi et al. [24] presented a method for ECG baseline
correction using the adaptive bionic wavelet transform
(BWT). In fact by the means of BWT, the resolution in the
time-frequency domain can be adaptively adjusted not only
by the signal frequency but also by the signal instantaneous
amplitude and its first-order differential. First an estimation
of the baseline wandering frequency is obtained and then
the adaptation can be used only in three successive scales
in which the mid-scale has the closest centre frequency to
the estimated frequency. Thus the implementation is possibly
time consuming.

Rizwan et al. [25] deals with the comparative study of
ECG signal compression using pre-processing and without
preprocessing approach on the ECG data. The performance
and efficiency results are presented in terms of percent root
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mean square difference (PRD). Finally, the new PRD technique
has been proposed for performance measurement and
compared with the existing PRD technique; which has shown
that proposed new PRD technique achieved minimum value
of PRD with improved results.

Pei SCTseng CC [26] described that when a notch or
comb filter is used to eliminate power line (AC) interference
in the recording of electrocardiograms (ECG), the performance
of the notch filter with transient suppression is better than
that of the conventional notch filter with arbitrary initial
condition.

3. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

The electrocardiogram is a noninvasive and the record of
variation of the bio-potential signal of the human heartbeats.
The ECG detection which shows the information of the heart
and cardiovascular condition is essential to enhance the
patient living quality and appropriate treatment. The future
work primarily focus on designing filter for accurate removal
of baseline wander and power line interference from ECG
using digital filters. In addition the enhancement eye on
utilizing different techniques that provides higher accuracy
in removal of baseline wander and power line interference.

Table 1
Suppression of Base Line Wander using Elliptic and Butterworth Filter

Base Line Wander removal

Filter type Filter order Signal power before Signal power After Effect on PQRST

filtration (dB) before filtration (dB) waveform

Butterworth 3 –20 –28 Modified

Elliptic 5 –18 –25 Less Modified

Chebyshev I 3 –12 –25 Modified

Chebyshev II 3 –18 –25 Modified

Table2
Suppression of Power Line Interference using Elliptic and Butterworth Filter

Base Line Wander removal

Filter type Filter order Signal power before Signal power After Effect on PQRST

filtration (dB) before filtration (dB) waveform

Butterworth 4 –27 –100 Not Modified

Chebyshev I 4 –30.93 –52 Not Modified

Chebyshev II 4 –56 –60 Modified

Elliptic 4 59.71 –64.89 Less Modified

4. CONCLUSION

The examination of the ECG has been comprehensively used
for diagnosing heart diseases. Various techniques have been
proposed earlier in the literature for reduction of baseline
wander and power line interference from ECG. This paper
provides an overview of various filtration techniques
available in the literature for removal of Baseline Wander
and Power line interference. Literature indicates that the
filtration techniques for ECG must be highly accurate and
should ensure fast filtration. In the present paper effort has
been made to perform the comparative analysis of different
filters that were proposed earlier by various authors for
suppression of base line wander and power line interference.
Finally, the future work may concentrate on designing of
filters for accurate and fast filtration of ECG which ultimately
results in the improvement of accuracy during diagnosing
the cardiac disease at the earliest in the use of patient
monitoring systems.
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